Introduction
Volume holograms of thickness on order of 1 mm are of great interest from the viewpoint of experimental research base in the field of three-dimensional holography and provision for practical applications of holography, which are related to creation of elements and devices with properties unrealizable by traditional optical methods.
The field of research into volume holograms is at its development stage: inception and generation of theoretical methods to describe the properties of volume holograms, and recording media to produce the latter, experimental techniques to study the properties of highselectivity volume holograms and materials for their recording.
The present paper offers the authors' view of such an important problem as classification of volume holograms, which has currently no generally accepted clear-cut principles and terminology; discussion of parameters of volume recording media that have been developed in S.I. Vavilov State Optical Institute, Russia, and show principal directions in the field of design of volume recording media for holography; description of the results of the authors' experiments to study the impact of ambient temperature and humidity on parameters of polymeric hologram gratings.
Special attention is paid to examining the special features of transmission hologram gratings with high values of phase modulation amplitudes; the experimental results are given to confirm the presence of the energy channelizing effect by so-called "strong" transmission holograms.
The described experiments used the volume recording media manufactured in laboratory conditions on the base of silicate glass (photo-thermo-refractive glass) and polymer (materi-al "Difphen" with phenanthrenequinone in polymethylmethacrylate). The issues, assessments and recommendations in question are dealt with on the basis of many years of the authors' work with volume media for holography.
Classification of volume holograms

Hologram gratings and holograms of complex wave fields
The hologram classification used in literature proceeds according to a number of distinctive signs that include recording conditions, reconstruction conditions, hologram application, specific features of recording media, radiation sources, and so on. The present work concentrates on such distinctive signs as the interference pattern (IP) structure, defined by spatial parameters of interacting waves, the recording medium geometry, and the relationship between them. From this viewpoint, one distinguishes, first of all, hologram gratings and holograms of complex wave fields.
To record a hologram grating, two coherent monochromatic plane waves are used, and the hologram structure represents a grating formed by some recording medium parameter, its change being due to spatial variations of the radiation intensity in the IP under recording (Fig. 1a, b) . Figure 1 . а, b -recording process and structure of hologram gratings: a -formation of interference pattern by interaction of two plane waves I 1 and I 2 ; b -hologram grating, where the spatial distribution of the light field intensity was transformed into variation of the absorption index of the recording medium (Т is the hologram thickness, d is the IP period, 2θ is the angle between interfering beams); с -recording of holograms of complex wave fields: I 1 is the object wave with the angular spectrum half-width Δψ; I 2 is the reference plane wave; d is the characteristic period of the cross-modulation structure; l, h is the characteristic speckle dimensions; Т 1 , Т 2 , Т 3 , is the recording medium thickness corresponding to different types of hologram.
A hologram grating is described with certain value of IP period, d, (or spatial frequency, ν = 1/d), IP orientation with respect to recording medium boundaries, magnitude, localization, and spatial distribution of the hologram modulation amplitude. A hologram grating is the simplest hologram type, useful for practical applications. Such parameters as spatial resolution of the recording material, amplitude of modulation of optical constants in a hologram can be found exactly only for hologram gratings with certain period (spatial frequency).
The coupled wave theory describes the properties of hologram gratings (Kogelnik, 1969) , which enables estimation of hologram parameters taking into account of properties of an actual recording medium.
The relationship between the period of optical parameter variation in a hologram (d) and the hologram thickness (Т) determines the hologram type that is connected with important hologram properties -selectivity and the number of diffractive orders. At Т/d → 0, a hologram regarded as two-dimensional, at Т/d → ∞ -three-dimensional. As a theoretical criterion of degree of dimensionality, holography uses Klein's parameter Q = 2πλT/(nd 2 ) (Kogelnik, 1969) , where λ is the radiation wavelength, Т is the hologram thickness, n is the average refractive index of a hologram, d is the spatial period of a hologram. Klein's parameter is applicable only to describe hologram gratings that are classified as follows:
• two-dimensional, 2D, thin gratings: Q<<1.
• three-dimensional, volume gratings: Q > 10.
When complex wave fields composed by superposition of a set of plane components is used to record holograms, the hologram structure becomes more complicated and contains cross-modulation and intermodulation structures. Hologram cross-modulation structure is generated by interference of object and reference waves. In contrast, the intermodulation structure is generated by mutual interference of plane components of either the object wave or reference wave. Fig. 1с shows schematically the hologram structure at interaction of a complex wave field (object wave, I 1 ) and a plane reference wave (I 2 ). The object wave has a bounded angular spectrum, Δψ. In this case, the interference pattern generated by a set of the plane components of the object wave forms a speckle pattern (speckles are illuminated areas separated by dark regions). The speckle shape is elongated in the direction of the wave propagation (see Fig. 1c ), since a speckle is l ~ 1/(Δψ) 2 long and h ~ 1/Δψ wide. The hologram cross-modulation structure in the case can be schematically represented with isophase surfaces crossing the speckles, their section in the plane of drawing being schematically represented with lines with directions coincident with IP intensity maximums and orientated along the bisectrix of the angle between the reference beam and the central direction of the object beam.
Depending on the thickness of the recording medium, one can distinguish the following three hologram types as to the degree of dimensionality and use the corresponding analytical description to examine their properties. 
2.
Thick film (layer) hologram (Zeldovich et al., 1986) : thickness of the medium (Т 2 ) is significantly greater than the characteristic period of cross-modulation structure, but substantially less than the characteristic dimensions of hologram intermodulation structure (d < Т 2 < l, h). Theory -Local Kogelnick΄s theory.
3.
Volume hologram: thickness of the medium (Т 3 ) is significantly greater than the characteristic dimensions of elements of hologram cross-modulation and intermodulation structures (Т 3 >> d, l, h). Theory -Mode theory (Sidorovich, 1977 (Sidorovich, , 2012 , Speckle-mode theory (Zeldovich et al., 1986) , Spatial-frequency version (Korzinin, 1990 ).
The first successful attempt to analyze the properties of volume holograms of spatially nonuniform wave fields with account of mutual rescattering by structure of a hologram of space-frequency components of wave field was the mode theory, proposed by V. G. Sidorovich. The use of the mode theory methods yielded first ever quantitative interpretation of the effect of phase-conjugate reflection under stimulated scattering (Sidorovich, 1976) and gave impetus to the further advance of theoretical studies of volume holograms.
Recording media for volume holograms
The experiments on recording volume holograms require a recording medium of physical thickness that should be on order of millimeter (from tenths of mm). Providing experimental studies with recording media is one of the main problems of volume holography, since the property package exhibited by such media cannot be ensured by traditional photomaterials (Sukhanov, 1994) . Beside large physical thickness, samples of such media should have high physical and mechanical performance (to ensure invariability of the hologram structure in the course of post-exposure treatment and when operated under impact of external factors); possess high spatial resolution (thousands of lines per millimeter), sufficient energy sensitivity and transparence at the operating wavelength; and secure long-term storage and nondestructive hologram reconstruction.
The first studies in the field of three-dimensional holography made use of photochromic glasses, electro-optical crystals, photochromic and photostructured polymeric compositions (see, e. g., Sukhanov, 1994) . Each of the above materials had certain drawbacks and failed to possess the set of required properties. Since the very inception of holography in three-dimensional media (Denisyuk, 1962 (Denisyuk, , 1963 , research and development in the field never ceased, yet there is a short line of recording medium samples for recording of volume holograms; they are manufactured in laboratory conditions, as a rule, in single pieces (or small batches) and exhibit no stable and reproducible characteristics.
It is rather difficult to present all works attempting to create recording media for volume holography with a broad spectrum of necessary parameters. The main tendencies in the development of such media were manifested most clearly in the activity of the S.I. Vavilov State Optical Institute, Russia, its staff contributing greatly to development of volume light-sensitive media and elaboration of principles for their design (Sukhanov, 1994 (Sukhanov, , 2007 . The more recent of the quoted works presents the results of many years' study in the field, describes the mechanisms of hologram formation in new and original materials (their parameters are given in Table 1 , reproduced from the work Sukhanov, 2007) . The development of materials listed in Table 1 drew on various substances and mechanisms to create a light-sensitive composition and silicate glasses, crystals and polymeric matrices as the rigid framework. These are the directions that are actively used today.
Materials in Table 1 found their application in creation of HOE, mostly narrowband radiation selectors. Reoxan-based volume reflection hologram was used as a spectral selector (Sukhanov et al., 1984 Note that the materials listed in Table 1 are in no competition with one another, while their diversity allows making a reasonable choice proceeding from the priority requirements to be met by a specific product. The data for recording of holograms in linear mode are taken from the book (Collier et al., 1971 ) and are well known. As shown in work (Alekseev-Popov, 1981), recording holograms in nonlinear mode enables realization of the situation that allows considerable improvement of the attainable performance of a volume amplitude hologram. The presence of nonlinear effects in recording amplitude, phase and amplitude-phase holograms has a decisive role in many practical situations, as it can markedly improve the efficiency of recorded holograms.
Some properties of volume
Of greatest practical interest are volume transmission holograms that have no absorption. The DE of such holograms is described according to the coupled wave theory by expression:
where φ 1 is the phase modulation amplitude, determined by recording conditions and recording medium parameters (for symmetrical gratings):
The limiting values of diffraction efficiency of both transmission and reflection phase holograms amount to 100%. The main feature of transmission holograms as distinct from reflection ones is the oscillatory nature of dependence of DE on magnitude of phase modulation. Quantity φ 1 is an important parameter in development of technology for manufacturing optical elements and in comparative analysis of theoretical calculation results and experiment, for it relates parameters of a hologram and recording medium, (first of all, the value of modulation amplitude of refractive index, n 1 ).
Evaluation of φ 1 by DE measurements for transmission holograms proceeds as follows. Dependence η(φ 1 ) being of oscillatory nature, quantity φ 1 is found by formula φ 1 = kπ ± arcsin√η, where k = 0, 1, 2, 3,…; to find φ 1 by DE values uniquely is possible only for holograms with φ 1 < 0.5π. For high-efficiency holograms, finding φ 1 by measured DE values should involve the selectivity contour shape. The situation gives grounds to divide transmission phase holograms into so-called "weak" holograms with phase modulation less than φ 1 = 0.5π and "strong" holograms, where phase modulation can substantially exceed φ 1 = 0.5π (e.g., Steckman et al., 1998) . Note that DE values for both "weak" and "strong" holograms can coincide and be rather high. Determination of values of φ 1 for transmission phase holograms uses in addition to the selectivity contour shape also the following factors to describe "strong" hologram gratings with a given value of coefficient k:
• the sign of the first derivative dη/dφ 1 of variation of function η(φ 1 ), which describes growth or drop of DE with growing φ 1 at given section;
• the sign of the second derivative {d
} Br of variation of function I d (θ) at the point of extremum of the function under Bragg conditions, which describes the appearance of selectivity contour -whether the principal maximum is present (Fig. 2c) or not (Fig. 2d) ; 
Energy channelizing in the volume transmission phase hologram grating
Diffraction of an intensity-uniform monochromatic plane wave by a volume hologram grating structure finds an adequate description in the coupled wave theory (Kogelnik, 1969) . Consider propagation of radiation in a "strong" (φ 1 >> π/2) transmission phase hologram grating, recorded symmetrically, under Bragg incidence of reconstruction radiation as shown in Fig. 3 . Of special importance during reconstruction of a "strong" volume hologram grating are the hologram areas, where function η(φ 1 ) has extremums (in Fig. 3 the extremum planes appear as dot-and-dash lines) -these are the hologram planes that correspond to the values of phase modulation amplitude of diffracted radiation, φ 1 = kπ/2, where k = 1, 2, 3…. In accordance with the concepts of the coupled wave theory, the vector of the radiation propagation in a hologram changes its direction in each extremum plane of function η(φ 1 ). The geometrical dimensions of the radiation propagation channel in a hologram are clearly seen to be bounded and less than size Δх π/2 , as shown on the diagram in Fig. 3 : Δх π/2 is found in extremum plane of function η(φ 1 ) with k = 1, where φ 1 = π/2; the thickness of the hologram layer is denoted as Т π/2 .
Thus, under Bragg incidence of a reconstructing beam at the entrance face of hologram grating, the propagation of the energy of diffracted and zero-order beams occurs along isophase hologram planes, i. e. radiation energy is channelized and the geometrical crosssection of its propagation channel is bounded by value Δх π/2 .
As shown by the present author's theoretical calculations, the effect of energy channelizing by "strong" transmission hologram gratings is exhibited also in the diffraction of reconstruction radiation with nonuniform intensity distribution, as it occurs in case of actual light beams. Besides, within the framework of the coupled wave theory, the energy channelizing effect has been shown to reveal itself at its fullest in case of angular spectrum (Δψ) of the incident monochromatic wave being much narrower than the width of the angular selectivity contour of a hologram layer of thickness Т π/2 , which is equivalent to the requirement of the beam diameter (or its size in the section plane of the hologram considered in Fig. 3 As noted, the terms "weak" hologram and "strong" hologram for a transmission volume phase hologram bear no relation to the DE value, but are defined by the value of phase modulation amplitude φ 1 . The DE value for holograms in the experiment, which was attained under Bragg conditions in the two cases is less than 50% for both the "weak" and the "strong" holograms. Despite the close values of DE, the appearance of the spatial intensity distribution for either of the two interacting beams (diffracted and zero-order ones) on the hologram exit face differs markedly. As seen from the data of Fig. 4 a, с, intensity distribution of diffracted and zero-order beams on the exit face of a "weak" hologram 9 mm thick exhibits two peaks that are spaced apart and correspond to the diffracted beam and zeroorder diffraction beam (transmitted one). Here, the diffracted beam is appreciably broadened with respect to the incident one and exits the hologram strictly opposite to the incident one, i. e. the diffracted beam energy propagates along antinodes of a hologram grating, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 a. The zero-order diffraction beam propagates practically in the direction, prescribed by ray optics. On the exit surface of a "strong" hologram, however:
• the diffracted beam and zero-order diffraction beam are spatially aligned with each other;
• the intensity distribution in zero-order and diffracted beams is practically no different from that in the reconstructing radiation beam;
• the spatial position of the beams specifies the direction of isophase surfaces, along which the radiation propagates. Table 4 . The conditions for running the experiment to observe the energy channelizing effect in reconstruction of a hologram grating 9 mm thick. Table 4 shows hologram grating parameters that enable the observation of the energy channelizing effect.
Reconstruction radiation parameters Hologram parameters Channelizing conditions
Special notice should be given to the situation observed in the reconstruction of a "strong" hologram beyond Bragg angle. The data in Fig. 5 b demonstrate a very interesting situation: the channelized radiation intensity in the direction of the isophase surfaces is zero as distinct from Bragg conditions of reconstruction, whereas another two radiation propagation channels emerge symmetrically to the right and the left with respect to the "Bragg" propagation channel.
What is the possible reason behind the emergence of two radiation propagation channels? One can suggest the following general behavior of propagating beams in a volume hologram grating in non-Bragg reconstruction of the "strong" hologram. The reconstructing radiation beam deviated from Bragg reconstruction condition by value 0.4 mrad that is less than the half-width of the angular selectivity contour of a hologram at φ 1 = π/2, which is in the present experiment about Δθ ≈ 3 mrad. Having passed the plane of the first extremum of function η(φ 1 ) (at Т π/2 ), this so-called "first" zero-order beam (I 01 ) can, by virtue of small deviation from Bragg angle, bifurcate and continue partially propagating in the original position, thus forming the "second" zero-order beam (I 02 ) that can likewise bifurcate after passing the hologram section Т π and from the "third" zero-order beam, propagating at the same angle as I 02 symmetrically with respect to I 01 . Each of the zero-order beams can form its "own" propagation channel that should remain, according to theoretical concepts, within the geometrical limits of the cross-sectional area Δх π/2 of the hologram, but may be misaligned with the direction of the radiation propagation under Bragg reconstruction conditions. Thus, the present experiment has realized the scenario of "bifurcation" of radiation propagation channels by way of selection of non-Bragg reconstruction; in addition, intensity distributions of the zero-order and diffracted beams on the hologram exit surface were calculated for the case. The results of intensity distribution calculations are in qualitative agreement with the picture of beam diffraction, observed in the experiment. Theoretically, one can realize the situation with a large number of propagation channels that should theoretically lie within the limits, defined by the conditions of the experiment on observation of the energy channelizing effect (see Fig. 3 .).
The effect of ambient conditions on volume hologram parameters
The effect of ambient variations on parameters of recording media
A recording medium to produce volume holograms should, as already mentioned, be about a millimeter thick and ensure the invariability of hologram structure in the course of treatment and operation. The temperature is one of the main ambient parameters with its effect to be allowed for when handling HOE. Temperature variation causes changes in both linear dimensions and refractive index of a sample. Table 5 lists characteristics that enable assessment the temperature-induced changes in parameters of samples of recording materials in use.
Note that the changes occurring in samples at varying ambient temperature are, as a rule, interrelated. i. e. a drop in refractive index is due to an increase in sample dimen-sions (its expansion), while sample contraction causes the index to grow. At the same time, the processes of hologram recording and post-exposure treatment have a selective effect on sample parameters: either recording or post-exposure treatment necessarily results in a refractive index change, with the geometrical dimensions of the medium remaining practically the same (the media are then called "shrinkproof") or undergoing slight changes (media with "negligible shrinkage"). Media on silicate glass base are commonly believed to be shrinkproof; yet when the holograms are recorded on PTR-Glass samples (see Table 1 ), the average refractive index changes in the course of thermal postexposure treatment by a noticeable value ~ 10 -4 (Glebov, et al., 2002) . This is to be allowed for in design of НОЕ with prescribed performance. As seen from the data of Table 5 , the changes in parameters of polymeric media at varying temperature are substantively (severalfold) larger than those of media on the base of silicate glass and crystals. In addition, polymers exhibit a property to take up moisture, which in turn causes changes in sample thickness and average refractive index; therefore, handling the polymeric samples makes it necessary to maintain the ambience stable.
Experiments on recording and reconstruction of holograms, produced on silicate glasses and crystals, are held under ambient conditions, maintained as a rule at the level of standard conditions of a research laboratory (temperature variation is ± 1К, humidity variation is 3÷5%). The accuracy, within which one should maintain the ambient temperature and humidity for the conditions to be considered stable for polymeric samples, is dependent on the recording medium properties and the prescribed requirements to hologram parameters. The present section gives the results of experiments on the temperature and humidity effect on parameters of hologram gratings (1.0 ÷ 1.4) mm thick, which were produced on samples of polymeric material Difphen at recording by radiation with с λ = 488 nm at spatial frequency ν = (300 ÷ 500) mm
The results obtained for a PMMA-based polymeric recording medium can be used to optimize the conditions of experimental operation of different polymeric samples in recording and reconstruction of information.
The effect of temperature variation on parameters of polymeric volume holograms
The experimental technique with the use of low-frequency interference pattern
The effect of temperature on parameters of polymeric volume hologram gratings was assessed by observation of behavior of low-frequency interference pattern (IP). The schematic diagram of the experiment is given in Fig. 6 . It was carried out with the use of a stand intended for hologram recording, the same where the hologram under study was recorded.
Hologram grating was mounted into the scheme in the position it had had during recording and illuminated by two coherent beams I 1 and I 2 . Each of the incident beams was diffracted by the hologram structure with formation of its "own" The forming interference pattern can be observed in each of propagating beams (I 1 and I 2 ) with a screen installed perpendicularly to the beam propagation. The IP was recorded using a CMOS matrix of a size that allowed recording the observed interference field in full and obtaining interferograms imaged in Fig.7а , b. The interferograms were shot at actual size simultaneously with temperature control. The temperature sensors, mounted onto the sample on the side 1 (Т 1 ) and on the side 2 (Т 2 ) in close proximity to the observation area, allowed carrying out the control with accuracy 0.1 К.
Before the experiment started, the hologram was set in the position, where the IP had the maximum period that provided the possibility under those conditions to process interferograms and perform quantitative measurements. To measure the temperature, a warm air jet was directed towards the hologram on the side 2 and the sample was heated up to temperature Т = 32 ºС. The interferograms were shot in a stationary state of the scheme, with the sample cooling down after the action of warm air; the difference in readings Т 1 and Т 2 was within the measurements accuracy. 
The experimental results
The experiment was carried out under the following conditions: interfering beam diameter, D, 8-10 mm; angle between beams I 1 and I 2 , 2θ, 10 deg.; λ = 488 nm; angular selectivity of the hologram under study, Δθ, 1.7 mrad; temperature variation interval 21-28 ºС.
The obtained interferograms and the results of their processing are given in Fig. 7 а-d . The dependence of IP period change on sample temperature is given in Fig. 7 е. As seen, with the temperature growing from 21 to 28 deg., the IP period changed from 1.8 mm to 0.7 mm, which corresponds to a change in angle 2φ (θ max shift) by 0.43 mrad. The experiment showed no change (within the measurements accuracy) in the IP period, measured before the start of measurements and after the sample cooled down to the room temperature. Thus, one can estimate the effect of temperature variation on parameters of polymeric hologram 1.2.mm thick with spatial frequency ν = 350 mm -1 as follows: with the temperature changing by 1К, the change in the diffraction angle (θ max shift) amounts to δθ max = 0.06 mrad, i. e. the hologram under study has thermal shift 0.06 mrad/К.
Note that the temperature effect on parameters of polymeric reflection holograms, recorded on samples of Reoxan material (Sukhanov et al., 1984) , demonstrates the magnitude of changes on the same order. With the temperature of Reoxan sample changing from 24 ºС to 29 ºС, the shift of λ max in the spectrum of reflected radiation is from 532.1 nm to 532.6 nm (spectral interval of reconstructing radiation, Δλ < 0.01 nm). Thus, the studied hologram (thickness 1 mm, ν > 3000 mm -1 , spectral selectivity, Δλ = 0.15 nm), intended for the use as a narrowband spectral selector, had thermal shift δλ max = 0.1 nm/K.
The effect of ambient humidity variation on parameters of polymeric volume holograms
The method of assessment of the change in the space position of diffracted beam
It has been established that a Difphen material sample (a disk 40 mm in diameter and 4 mm thick), when immersed in water in the temperature range (20 ÷ 30) ºС, takes up to 1.5% of water with respect to the sample weight in air-dry condition at relative humidity of the ambient air Н ≈ 50%. Taking up moisture changes the average refractive index and thickness of the sample and, accordingly, characteristics of recorded holograms.
The effect of varying humidity of the ambient air on the polymeric hologram parameters was studied at an experimental stand of a design that provided for an enclosed volume around the hologram to maintain humidity ≈ 90% (much higher than normal conditions) and for conduct of long-time measurements (several hours). Fig. 8 shows the optical diagram of the stand (Fig. 8 а) and schematic drawing to illustrate possible changes in polymeric sample dimensions under moisture take-up (Fig. 8 b) .
The stand was used to measure the angular selectivity contour of a hologram at a one-time fixation of all contour data. The hologram was illuminated with a divergent radiation beam; the intensity distribution of the diffracted radiation (angular selectivity contour) was recorded by a CMOS matrix of a camera -the results of processing the experimental data are given in Fig. 9 . The effect of varying humidity on hologram parameters was assessed by a change in the position, θ max , of the intensity maximum of diffracted radiation in a CMOS matrix during the process under study. Position θ max was detected with accuracy ± 1 pixel, which corresponded to angular resolution ≈ 0.02 mrad. 
The experimental results
The experimental results are presented in Fig.9 . Fig. 9 а shows the position θ max of a hologram at ambient humidity 40% and 90%. A change of position θ max in the present experiment corresponded to the increase of the diffraction angle and was as large as δθ max ≈ + 0.25 mrad. It is this value that characterizes the difference in hologram parameters in two stable states of the sample at different humidity.
The process of hologram relaxation (stabilization of its parameters) at a sudden drop of the ambient humidity from 85% to 50% is illustrated by Fig. 9 b. The stabilization of hologram parameters in changed conditions was accompanied by a change in the position of the selectivity contour maximum, which corresponds to a decrease of the diffraction angle and a shift of θ max by δθ max ≈ (0.10-0.18) mrad, fixed in 2.5 hours after the sudden variation of the humidity. As shown by results of experiments on different samples, position θ max , at a sudden drop of the ambient humidity from (85 ÷ 90)% to (40 ÷ 50)%, attains its steady state value, which remains later practically the same, in 2-3 hours (relaxation time is dependent on sample properties), while θ max shifts by δθ max < 0.3 mrad.
Thus, one can estimate the change in the diffraction angle at humidity change of 5% (which accords with typical excursions of workroom humidity) to be (δθ max ) 5% < 0.03 mrad and recommend to keep a polymeric hologram in stable conditions for at least two-three hours for stabilization of its internal structure. The effect of changing ambient temperature and humidity on the parameters of polymeric hologram gratings is given in Table 6 . It shall be remembered that the recording of holograms under study took place, as a rule, at the ambient humidity Н ≈ (50 ÷ 60)%. With rising humidity, the growing of dimensions of a sample, rigidly fixed in a cartridge (Fig. 8 b, positions 3, 4) , is accompanied by some deformation unlike the sample in a rigid framework and that in a free state (Fig. 8 b, positions 1  and 2, respectively) . The sample, fixed in a rigid framework is as a rule a film one in silicate glass framework. When such sample takes up moisture, only the change in its thickness is considered (as, e. g., in the work Pandey et al., 2008) . Here, side 1 of the sample is rigidly with the framework and never changes its position in space. The sample in a free state grows in size, when taking up moisture, along all three coordinates. The sample, rigidly fixed in a cartridge (Fig. 8 b, positions 3, 4) , grows in volume, when taking up moisture, due to increasing thickness, with position of sides 1 and 2 of the sample changing relative to its center. At lesser deformations, the position of the sample center in space remains the same (Fig. 8 b, position 3 ). Yet, if the sample volume growth exceeds the threshold deformation values determined by the sample geometry (the ratio of diameter to thickness), the performed calculations have revealed the possibility of the sample bending and the sample center shifting in space, as shown in Fig. 8 b, position 4. The presence of sample deformations due to its bending at taking-up the moisture has been detected in experiments on observation of the shift of the diffracted beam during reconstruction of a hologram from either sample side. The experiment diagram is given in Fig. 10 . Its implementation contains five stages. Fig. 11 gives the results of processing of the performed experiment and shows the change in position θ max in CMOS matrix at stages 1, 3, 5. Stage 1: the sample in steady state is mounted in a cartridge (at workroom humidity Н ≈ 50%), and angular selectivity contours are shot for several scores of minutes ( Fig.11 -stage 1 ). Stage 2: enclosed volume is established around the sample (НОЕ) using a protective housing, where humidity Н ≈ 90% is maintained, the stage duration is about 20 hours. Stage 3: protective housing is removed, and selectivity contours are shot in automatic mode under hologram relaxation in conditions of workroom humidity (Fig. 11 -stage 3 ). Stage 4: the sample is kept in stable workroom conditions for about 20 hours. Stage 5: angular selectivity contours are shot for a hologram in steady state.
Ambience variation Hologram parameter variation
As seen from experimental data of Fig.11 , position θ max in steady state of the hologram (stages 1 and 5) is stable and lies within measurement accuracy during reconstruction from both side 1 and side 2. However, position θ max at Н ≈ 90% (value N at t = 0 at stage 3) as compared to that at Н ≈ (40 ÷ 60)% demonstrates growth of the diffraction angle during hologram reconstruction from side 1 and decrease of the diffraction angle during reconstruction from side 2. Such situation may be due to the presence of sample deformations with a shift of its center in space (sample bending), as shown schematically on Fig. 10 a, b . 
Conclusion
The present work discusses properties and specific features of volume holograms as well as results of original experiments that demonstrate unique potentiality of such holograms.
The results of examination of parameters are given for phase volume transmission hologram gratings that are of practical importance, and the hologram features are discussed, which are related to radiation propagation in media of great thickness with periodic structure on the order of the radiation wavelength. Practical recommendations are given to allow finding the phase modulation amplitude of "strong" hologram gratings by the value of diffraction efficiency and the shape of selectivity contour.
Experimental results are presented, which prove the existence of the effect of energy channelizing by "strong" transmission hologram gratings when using a reconstruction radiation beam with non-uniform intensity distribution, and the experimental conditions are defined for the effect to be revealed. The energy propagation in such structures has been shown to be confined to area occupied by the interacting beams (zero-order and diffracted) upon attaining φ 1 = 0.5π, the first extremum of function η(φ 1 ). An effect was found of beam bifurcation and emergence of two channels for radiation propagation during reconstruction of a "strong" hologram grating beyond Bragg angle.
Parameters are listed for recording media to produce volume holograms, they were developed according to principles of recording media design, proposed in late 80s of the last century by S.I. Vavilov State Optical Institute specialists. The information is still topical as the last two decades saw mostly refinement, modification, and improvement of variants of volume recording media manufactured in laboratory conditions.
The effect of ambient temperature and humidity was studied for parameters of polymeric hologram gratings about 1 mm thick with spatial frequency ~ (350 ÷ 450) mm -1 , which were produced on Difphen material samples. The results allow estimating the change in the diffraction angle as ≈ 0.06 mrad at temperature variation by 1°К and as ≈ 0.03 mrad at relative humidity variation 5%. Despite the dependence of the values on the sample physical and mechanical properties, geometry and history, the estimates can be used to plan the working conditions for HOE on base of different polymers and to optimize the experimental conditions for handling polymer samples in information recording and reconstruction.
Experimental data were obtained to substantiate the assumption that taking-up of moisture can result not only in a change in thickness of a sample, rigidly fixed in a cartridge spatial, but also in its deformation, describable as "bending". Bending-type deformation was observed in conditions of high humidity on a sample with the diameter/thickness ratio of about 40:1. Thus, hologram gratings can be used to study deformation of materials under impact of ambient conditions. The study of the temperature effect on parameters of polymeric hologram gratings employed an original technique for observing hologram deformations with the help of low-frequency interference pattern. The obtained results demonstrated efficiency of the technique and high accuracy of detecting the changes of hologram parameters.
